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Playa Rincón is paradise within paradise.

BY ERIC HUNDLEY

Playa Rinón is considered one of the top beaches located in the
Northern part of the Samaná province.  This paradise oasis is
easily accessible via car and even public transportation, but best
of all, it’s a short drive from the Glamping D’ Estrellas site.

Playa Rincón has a spectacular ocean you can frolic in or body
surf.   The beach has beautiful white sand surrounded by tree
lined pathways.  You can enjoy a stroll along the beach while the
sand massages your bare feet.  Playa Rincón is actually comprised
of seven beaches and is three kilometers in length, providing for
plenty of room for educational and recreational explorations.

Authentic Dominican
cuisine and tranquil

exploration
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f you feel like practicing your Spanish or submersing
yourself in the local culture, Playa Rincón is the perfect
place, as this beach is frequented by local Dominicans, as
well as, tourists. 

Within Playa Rincón you can find delicious authentic
Dominican cuisine. I suggest you try the fried Pargo (Red
Snapper), it is quite delectable; if that isn’t tantalizing to you,
there are many other tasty options, to satisfy even the
pickiest of eaters.

" Within Playa
Rincón you can
find delicious

authentic
Dominican
cuisine. 

After satisfying your taste buds you can relax in a boat ride
on a calm river, just feet away from the restaurants.  While
on this tranquil exploration you will be able to see the
various species which call this body of water home.  There
is also an area on the boat ride which allows for magical
pictures to be taken, while sitting in a tree above the river; it
is truly a unique experience.

Playa Rincón is one of the many amazing experiences you
will enjoy during your time with us at Glamping D’ Estrellas.

Hasta Luego,

Eric Hundley,
Team Member 
Glamping D’ Estrellas


